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ESPN's Chris Broussard  is reporting that the Brooklyn Nets want Josh Smith and are offering 

Kris Humphries, who was briefly Mr. Kim Kardashian, and Marshon Brooks, the shooting guard 

who played at Tucker High School before signing with Providence, in return. Broussard also 

informs us that the Hawks want more than those two players, which can be interpreted as yet 

another signal that the Hawks' general manager hasn't become Desperate Danny. 

The trade deadline is Feb. 21. If the Hawks don't divest themselves of Smith by then, they risk 

losing him as a free agent this summer and getting nothing in return. But nothing Danny Ferry 

has done to date suggests that the Hawks are eager to dump Smith. Are they willing to listen to 

offers? Yes. Even to solicit offers? Probably. But the Hawks are likewise mindful that, simply by 

keeping Smith and letting this season play out, they'll become the one team able to offer him the 

most money and the most contractual years come July 1. (In NBA argot, they'll retain his "Larry 

Bird Rights.") That's no small consideration. 

We mentioned a week ago that the Smith rumors were about to start swirling, and here they 

come. But the feeling remains that Ferry will make no deal in haste, and there's a chance he'll 

make no deal at all. For all the risk involved, keeping him could yield tangible rewards. To wit: 

• They could re-sign him, in which case they'd have no need to find a power forward; 

• They could work a a sign-and-trade, in which case they wouldn't be left with nothing; 

• They could re-sign him and he persuades his buddy Dwight Howard to play here. 

(Longest of long shots, I know.) 

Trading Smith would serve to bring an end to this team's long-running Smoove Saga, but that's 

no reason to make a bad deal now. The Hawks have lived with him for nearly nine seasons; they 

can manage another few months. And would exactly would Humphries/Brooks bring? Humphies 

is a tad smaller and much less skilled than Al Horford, which means he wouldn't be the long-

sought True Center, and the Hawks already have a slew of guards. (True, a few of them are on 

expiring contracts.) 

To pry Smith from the Hawks over the next 10 days, it'll take more than that. But you do wonder 

what the Nets are thinking: That Josh Smith/Joe Johnson partnership wasn't the most seamless, 

and they want to revive it in Brooklyn? Good luck with that. 

 


